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An all-round intellectual, a scholar and professor in the history of Contemporary Architecture, Alessandro Fonti 
had been a teacher at the IUAV University of Venice since 1981 when, in 2003, he came to Alghero to found 
the new Faculty of Architecture. Developing the teachings of Manfredo Tafuri, of whom he had been a pupil, 
his research developed in breadth and depth together with his work as a lecturer, in which he delivered original 
and up-to-date lessons: Vienna and Otto Wagner, Barcelona and Gaudi, the new arts and modernisms, the 
artistic and architectural avant-garde, the English neo-avant-garde, American architecture, the Community of 
Adriano Olivetti, up to the present day. In Alghero, he directed the Workshop on the History of Metropolitan 
(YJOP[LJ[\YL3():(4^OPJOYLZLHYJOLK[OLOPZ[VY`VMHYJOP[LJ[\YL^P[OYLNHYK[V[OLJVUJLW[VM[OLTL[YVW-
olis, through the analysis of artefacts composing network systems, referable to the well-established categories 
of the history of Western architecture, as categories of objects referable to a common symbolic and functional 
matrix (meter polis$TV[OLYJP[`0U[OLZLUZLVM(SILY[P»ZQUID TUM and against any “historical perspective”, 
the workshop’s approach to research was based on the radical assumption of the principle of non-objectivity, 
^OPJOKLÄULZOPZ[VY`HZHWYVQLJ[[VILI\PS[HOPZ[VYPJHSWYVQLJ[)\[[OLTHPUZ\IQLJ[ZVMOPZYLZLHYJO^LYL
ÄYZ[7H\S2SLLHUK[OLU3L*VYI\ZPLY,_WHUKPUNHU PKLHI`;HM\YPOL PTHNPULKMVYIV[O[OLL_PZ[LUJLVMH
“discreet” historical avant-garde, 
“necessarily individual, with a post-classical language once again based on a universal mythology, human, 
like classical mythology, but individual and discreet as it is ‘private’, absolutely aware of the impossibility of 
any collective mythology other than as religious or ideological ‘delirium’ and of the associated inevitability 
VM[OLJVTW\SZPVU[VWYHJ[PJL PUH-YL\KPHU^H`ºWYP]H[L»T`[OVSVNPLZ 6LKPW\Z1VJHZ[H,SLJ[YH PL
mythologies lacking the universal dimension and forced into the private, individual and psychological 
KPTLUZPVU ZPUJL º[OL NVKZ OH]L ILJVTL KPZLHZLZ» 1\UN HUK OH]L ILLU YLSLNH[LK [V [OL PUKP]PK\HS
\UJVUZJPV\Z VY PKLU[PÄLK ^P[O :VJPL[ ` [OYV\NO H WYVJLZZ KLÄULK I` 9VILY[V *HSHZZV HZ ºYLSPNPV\Z
pseudomorphosis of the social’ which, by reaction, has given birth to the entire literature of the last two 
centuries, necessarily a-social and strictly absolute. Thus the historical avant-gardes in the visual and 
WSHZ[PJHY[Z^V\SKZLLT[VILTLYLS`HKLSH`LKLќLJ[VM[OLZHTLULLK[V PU]LU[ SHUN\HNLZJHWHISLVM
opening up again to the dimension of the Other. In this dynamic, Klee and Le Corbusier’s works-lives share 
the common feature of being the authors’ own private mythologies, the objects of visual and plastic 
representation, intertwining life and work, subject and object, in a single performance where the sum of the 
works corresponds to the narration of private mythology, the Work to the representation of the drama of 
life. Thus the Wagnerian ideal of gesamtkunstwerk, based on the possibility of inventing a collective 
mythology, is replaced by the ‘natural’ invention of a private mythology as the foundation of a new 
\UP]LYZHSP[ `HSPUN\PZ[PJ[V[HSP[ `WLYOHWZHJJVYKPUN[V[OLKPќLYLUJL[OH[-\YPV1LZPOHKV\[SPULKIL[^LLU
‘technicalised myth’ and ‘genuine myth’ as the only and opposite possibilities of experiencing myth in our 
times”.1
>OPSL-VU[PKLÄULKHUKJSHYPÄLK[OLÄN\YLVM7H\S2SLLPUOPZIVVRLU[P[SLKPaul Klee. Angels 1913-1940 pub-
lished in 2005, his research on Le Corbusier has evolved constantly since the 1990s, fed by studies, writings, 
readings, discussions, research at the archives of the Fondation Le Corbusier, repeated visits and direct expe-
riences of the architect’s works, stays at the Unité d’habitation in Marseille, the Bourse pour chercher senoirs 
of the FLC and the residence at 24NC in Paris. The article on Le Corbusier and Ariadne is an important mile-
stone, brimming with suggestions for further research, as it enables us to understand Le Corbusier’s evolution 
towards its key post-war architecture. Starting with the Unité of Marseille, a synthesis of standards, industry, 
harmony, order, but also experimentation with béton brut, raw concrete; moving towards the architecture of 
the Ronchamp Chapel, “full of grace” and history, with the inexpressible forms of the acoustic space, the 
impluvium and the “sign of the bull”; to the geopolitical urban plan for Chandigarh, the founding city and new 
capital of Punjab and of the world’s greatest democracy. 
1. Extract from Alessandro 
Fonti, L’avanguardia 
discreta, unpublished.
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At the same time, his research on the primitive Mediterranean mythology highlights as yet unexplored aspects 
of Le Corbusier’s architectural language and ethical world, innovates the interpretation of the classicist/mod-
ernist character of the architect’s work and corrects in a neo-humanistic sense the solipsist and self-referential 
readings of his post-war work. Le Corbusier’s neo-humanism follows in the footsteps of the Divine Proportion 
in the Italian Renaissance by Leon Battista Alberti and of the Golden Section in classical Greece, but has its 
foundation in Crete, in the labyrinth of the Minotaur, Ariadne and Dionysus. Thus we can now decipher in his 
HYJOP[LJ[\YL ZJ\SW[\YL HUK WHPU[PUN [OL PULќHIPSP[` VM 3L *VYI\ZPLY»Z WVZ[^HY WVL[PJ SHUN\HNL ^OPJO L_-
WYLZZLKPU[OLOHYTVUPJKPTLUZPVUVM[OL4VK\SVYÄUKZHMYLZOZ`U[OLZPZIL[^LLU[OLYH[PVUHSHUKOHYTVUPJ
Apollonian spirit and the ecstatic and creative Dionysian spirit, both essential components of works of art: “and 
behold: Apollo could not live without Dionysus”, wrote Nietzsche in his Birth of the Tragedy.
¸4PUVHU*YL[HU T`[OVSVN` WLYTLH[LZ [OL LU[PYL ºWSHZ[PJ» ^VYR WHPU[PUN ZJ\SW[\YL HYJOP[LJ[\YL VM
Le Corbusier consciously, if not explicitly, since the early 1950s, from the project of the exhibition of his 
own paintings renamed ‘Taureaux»H[[OL;H[L.HSSLY`PU3VUKVU0U[OLMHTV\ZÄSTLKPU[LY]PL^THKLI`
Jacques Barsac in 1987, Le Corbusier talked about the value of instinctive drawing, of the immediate 
graphic sketch as a knowledge that inhabits the hand before thought, ‘a powerful force’ that starting from 
the 1930s he depicted in many paintings and drawings in the form of a female angel with a goat’s head, a 
+PVU`ZPHUMLTHSLÄN\YL^P[O[OLmain ouverteW\ISPZOLKVU[OLJV]LYVM[OLÄYZ[LKP[PVUVMPoésie sur Alger 
in the background of a sketch for the plan Obus;OPZÄN\YLILJHTLPU[PTLMVY3L*VYI\ZPLYHUºPJVU»VM
MLTPUPUP[ `^OPJOOL PKLU[PÄLK^P[OOPZ^PML0JVUZ$@]VUUL" Iconostase is the name of the index-graphic 
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FIG. 1
Le Corbusier. “Transcender le 
raisonnable !”, 
La Maison des hommes (1942).
FIG. 2
Le Corbusier. 
Le Poème de l’angle droit (1955).
FIG. 3
Paul Klee. Angelus Novus (1920).
To Alessandro Fonti,  
Angel Droit and  
Angelus Novus
L0::5
form of Le poème de l’angleHUNLSKYVP[>LJHUUV^KLTVUZ[YH[L[OH[[OH[ÄN\YLYLWYLZLU[Z3L*VYI\ZPLY»Z
‘spirit-guide’ and synthesizes his entire private mythology, shaping his theory and work in the sign of 
Daedalus, Icarus, Theseus, Dionysian Ariadne and the ‘Birth of the Minotaur’, Le Corbusier’s last and 
\UÄUPZOLKNYHWOPJWYVQLJ[¹2
-VU[P»ZHUHS`ZPZJVUÄYTZVUJLHNHPU3L*VYI\ZPLY»Z M\UKHTLU[HSJVU[YPI\[PVU [V [OLOPZ[VY`VM[OJLU[\Y`
architecture. But what is even more fascinating and interesting is that, like in all Fonti’s research, the investiga-
[PVUVMOPZ[VY`[OYV\NO[OLYLHKPUNVM3L*VYI\ZPLY»Z>VYRVќLYZ\ZHRL`[V\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OL¸ZOVY[JLU[\Y`¹
and our History:
“In a historical sense, the widespread attention in the post-war period to pre-classical mythologies and 
HYJOHLVSVNPLZ THYRZ [OL ULLK  HM[LY º(\ZJO^P[a»  [V ÄUK H JVSSLJ[P]L T`[OVSVN` KPќLYLU[ MYVT HUK
WYLJLKPUN[OLJSHZZPJHSVUL^OPJOJHUVќLYHIHZPZMVY[OLULVO\THUPZTZVLZZLU[PHSMVY[OLUL^^VYSK
order embodied by the ideal of the United Nations, since classical Greek-Roman mythology had allowed 
an anti-humanistic use of its contents, formal expressions and ideals by Nazi-Fascism”.3
2. Extract from Alessandro 
Fonti, Unpublished Writings.
3. Extract from Alessandro 
Fonti, Unpublished Writings.
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